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nce upon a time, beyond the newly plowed upper forty,
lived a flock of dag gone varmits. The leader of the

bunch was the meanest, most ornery bitch in the world.
Everyone knew her as Stepmother Marsupial. This was quite

Editor ................................... Tim Waggoner

an odd name, 'specially for her two natural daughters to
handle. Course, them bein' just as mean and vile as their
mother, it didn't do 'em no harm to have to pronounce

Associate Editor ............... Vance Wissinger Jr.

"mar upial" every once in a while. Anyway, for the sake
of keepin' 'cm traight, the daughter'

Art Editor ................................. Ted Sutphin

name were Cru -

tacean and Amphibian. Cru tacean kept pro pective mate
away with her claw and Amphibian was known to be a

Assistant Editor ..................... Rebecca Stewart

cold-blooded as a newt.
But I am behind in mentionin' the main charact~r. the
bovine maiden herself, Bessie. She spent her life cooped

Assistant Editor ...................... Deena Bowman

up in a red rural build in' with Stepmother Marsupial, Am

Bessie

Adviser.......................... Dr. Donald Swanson

phibian and Crustacean. Her father, Hugh Heifer, left town
for the duration of the story so as not to interfere with the
plot. In his absence, Bessie got treated like dung. All day
and half-way through the night she heard, "Bessie, sharpen
my daws," "Bessie, comb my hair," "Bessie, sweep out
the barn," "Bessie, plow the back forty-nine," "Bessie,

Alana O'Koon

plant enough crops to feed people in Cambodia," "Bessie,
teach me to Tango," and on and on until she didn't know
what all to do.
Well one day, there was a knock at the front door and
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of course Bes ie had to answer it. This was kinda tough
considerin • she just happened to be in t~e middle of the
back forty-nine doin' ·ome heavy duty hoe in·. But Step
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mother Marsupial refused to budge from her seat and Am
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phibian and Crustacean took on the· same attitude. They
waited for Bessie to get back to the house and answer the
door.
This took quite a while. but all in all Stepmother Mar
supial, Amphibian and Crustacean displayed a great deal of
patience, not to mention incredible laziness. The fella who
knocked on the door wasn't doin' so bad either.
Finally, Bessie scampered into the house and answered
the door. She was greeted by a sigh of relief from a man
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who handed her one of the gosh danged purtiest pieces of
paper the county had ever seen . But no sooner had he handed
it to Bessie, and even before she had a chance to drip sweat
on it, Crustacean reached out her claw and took it away.
"Oh, Stepmother Marsupial," shrieked Crustacean. ··1
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can't believe it."
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And that's all she said because Amphibian, o taken by

With the conditions set, Amphibian and Crustacean

keepin' her hoelace tied, Bessie turned out to be quite a

the left sneaker. Amphibian tried it on fir t but her foot was

hoofer. She wa so enchanting that everyone at the dance

too long. Crustacean, the last young in' in the county (or so

Bessie was heartbroken. She spent the rest of the day

wondered who she was, where she came from, if she was

thought Prince Jer ey) tried on the shoe, but her foot was

By this time, Stepmother Marsupial was so angry she

he Ipin' the other three get ready. She did their hair and

of good family stock, and if he had een the latest Noel

too wide.

wa beginning to foam at the mouth. "Ju tread the damned

make-up and picked hor e- hit out of their high-heeled

Coward play.

the suspense of the moment and the need to view this paper,
knocked her sister out.

thing, you fool," he cried to Amphibian.
Amphibian read, "Y u are invited by King Swine of
Swine to attend a royal barn dance at the royal barn . Y'all
better b bringin' tho ·e purty youngin' of yours cau e the

joined Stepmother Marsupial in evil, beastial laughter.

hoe . Then she tood at the door and
later," which wa

aid, "See y'all

one of Stepmother Mar upial'

final

order .
Lonely and d pr

he r a med to the upper forty

idea of thi here dan e is to find a mate f r my . on, Prince

hopin' that . he could fi ni h her chore and ·till have tim

Jersey . And I m an for every eligible youngin ' t attend,

to go to the dance.

ya hear. Neighborly yours, The King of Swine."
By thi time, Crustacean regained consciousnes and they
al I rejoiced at the fact that they were goin' to attend the
ocial event of the season. Bes ie took the liberty to put
a ide her farm duties to whoop and hollar along with the
others, but Stepmother Mar upial put a quick top to that .
"Just what do you think you're carryin' on about?"
barked Stepmother Marsupial to Bessie.
" Well, I just wanted to celebrate the invitation to my
first royal barn dance," she gu hed.
" Well," aped Stepmother Marsupial, "you can just for
get that idea. ['11 ee your hide tanned before I ee you at
this here upcomin' dance.' '
" But," cowered Bes ie, "the invitation said every eli
gible youngin' mu t attend.''
"She doe have a point there, Stepmother Marsupial,"
gloated Cru tacean .
"Oh, hut up. I'll think of omethin'."
And o he did. When the day of the royal barn dance

though this may be a little bit hard to

"Oh, shut up!" screamed Stepmother Marsupial. "Let
me finish statin' my piece!"

walla, Old Mac

runt of the litter and I am here to redeem you ."

The King of Swine soon noticed that his son had become
maiden . Prince Jersey slept with the sneaker every night
and wore it around· his neck all day long. In an effort to
cheer up Prince Jersey, and to save himself from another

rake into a 350 horsepower tractor with a pa senger eat

day of havin' to mell the sneaker, the King commissioned

Prince Jersey wa frustrated. "Are you . ure there'

no

one el e here?" he asked .
"Well, chided Stepmother Mar upial, "l don't believe
you've met ·Bes ie."
At this comment, Stepmother Marsupial joined Amphib
ian and Crustacean in wild laughter.
''Who is this Bessie?'' demanded Prince Jersey.
"She's my stepdaughter, but she's in the upper forty and
he's a sweaty mess."
"Bring her to me," commanded Prince Jersey in a royal
conniption fit.
They called Bessie in and she put her foot in the shoe.

covered in goat skin. After the dust cleared, he turned the

Herb Reptile to carry the shoe around the county until they

Not only did it fit just right, but the shoe also complemented

bag of weeds into a driver, and witched Be ie's overalls

found the foot that fit.

the soiled overall ensemble Bessie happened to be wearin'.

into a beautiful dress.

Prince Jersey led Herb and a virtual herd around the

Now y'all know that you don't get nothin' for nothin'

county and forced every young in' to stick their foot in the

and Old Mac Donald believed in this idea. He gave Be sie

shoe. But of all them youngin's, not one had the perfect

the .terms for receiving his magic. "You must be home by

fit.

midnight because when the digital clock beep

twelve,

everything will tum back into its original form.''
"Even these beautiful neakers?" whined Be ie.
"Especially the sneakers," said Mac, "because they are
a ymbol of your manife t de tiny.''

Prince Jersey suddenly became animated. He realized he
had found his true love.
Well, I reckon y'all know how the story turns out. Bes ie
became Princess Jersey of Swine. She gained all the social

Insane with lust, and bein' just good old fashioned horny,

grazes. She also became real good at royal snootyness, but

Prince Jersey charged into the last house in the county.

she couldn't bring herself to give Stepmother Marsupial,

Stepmother Marsupial wa so excited about his arrival that

Amphibian and Crustacean a cold shoulder, so she gave

he didn't even think twice about the broken door. Her

'em a pork shoulder instead.

thoughts were saved for the ole purpose of admirin' royalty .
Herb Reptile presented Amphibian and Crustacean with

In the end, they were all domesticated.

So Old Mac Donald left without answerin' the question.
He may have been magical, but he was still rude.
Meanwhile, at the royal barn dance, Prince Jersey was
havin' a paltry time. Most of his dance pardners were wild
invertabrae. Sometime he would even have to stop dancin'
in the middle of a song because his mouth got too full with
feathers. He was sure that his future mate was not at the

"Bessie," she resumed, "you may go to the royal barn

dance.

dance once you have finished your chores. Today's chores,

Then, out of the corner of his eye, he saw her; the bovine

in addition to your regular duties, include gettin' me, Am

maiden of his dreams. Yup, ya probably guessed it by now,

phibian and Crustacean ready for the dance, weedin' the

Bessie had arrived.

a solution for the disposal of nuclear waste.''

the kiss .

With that brilliant peech under his belt, he zapped the

Then she paused for dramatic effect.

upper forty and then rakin' it, and then you must propose

sneaker which fell off durin ' the ruckus-of the chase, not

heavily depres ed over the loss of this fair, mysterious

"My dear," he said, "you have been treated like the

"Midnight, my dear."

hollar that poultry in six counties hemmed and hawled for

the faint trace of her kiss still warm on hi lip and her left

Donald appeared.

Amphibian and Crustacean looked on.

several painful moments.

this fact at her dispo al, she resumed her usual pi. ed tone.

he da hed for the door with Prince Jersey

Prince Jer ey tared into the darkne . All he had left was

and weeded and bawled yet ome more . Then uddenly ,

"My what?"

And with that, Amphibian and Cru tacean let out such a

what it took to gain royalty ... the right foot size. With

right on her tail, but she was too quick and got away .

She worked and bawled and raked and bawled ome more

came, Stepmother Mar upial broke the news to Be ie while
"Bessie," he aid, "you may go to the dance . . . "

But midnight approached far fa ter than Bes ie would
have liked . She realized by the old digital on the wall that
it wa, 11 :59.

d,

Stepmother Marsupial, realized that her daughters lacked

He asked her to dance and the two were inseperable for
the rest of the evenin'. And even though she had trouble
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Alana O'Koon is the features and entertainment
editor for The Daily Guardian. She's been pre
viously published in Nexus.
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Jonelle Blair

. Momma's First
Automatic Washer
my gr ndma Mab 1
r lining n a curv -ba k d dav nport
wh r I disturb d h r litud one day:
wedding band and co tume jewels
on the fingers of both hands,
an old-fashioned glas
squatting on the table next to her,
its half-moon peel of orange
riding on the rim,
ct maze of intersecting rings
stained to the oilcloth table top.

I watched from across the basement
While Daddy demonstrated to the Mmers how well
the new washer spun dry a sheet,
without leaving it in dripping, matted wrinkles
like the old wringer washer had.

Circles and Rings
Philip Miller

Acceptance

I'd just sneaked in to catch a glimpse
of her plumb parakeet
in its wire cage
and her marble-eyed old cat
that slept curled around the stand:

A long time ago
I put in a BandAid tin
a small piece of pink granite
with sparkling mica flakes,
a blue jay's tri-colored feather,
a seed pod that rattled with
dried bean-seeds inside,
a couple of puppy teeth,
a tiny souvenir sea horse
that smelled of old salt,
and
a wad of raw, yellowish sheeps wool.

I can't forget her look
when she saw me peeking in:
circles surround her eyes,
her mouth's an oval of surprise
as spirals of smoke rise
from a carnival ash tray
and its Old Gold.
And before she grins
and offers me a chair,
something passes between us
as_we both stare wide-eyed.

The scene was distant and framed by the boundaries
of my vision but for a closer look
I would've had to surrender my place,
possibly for the entire Saturday evening,
to the Millers' snooty son.
I didn't care that before they got there
Momma had told me to share my things with Ronnie.
"Use your company manners, dear."
Momma may have gotten a new washer
but I got the carton it came in.

I saved it for children, any chi1d
who would come to live with me.
Of my body or not,
brown or white, girl or boy.
They never happened
so I open the tin for my child-self.

Philip Miller is

a poet

from Kansas City,

Missouri.
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Arthur Boonshoft

Plane

Bird-house

In orange sunset
White streak
Of jet exhaust
Watching
An airplane
Flying back and forth
In arcs
Becoming smaller
And smaller
Disappearing
Behind distant trees

White plastic basket
In the branches
Of a tree
In our backyard
With a big opening
Cut in the side
For birds to fly in and out
And two license plates
On top to keep
Them dry
So far empty

Arthur Boonshoft is a WSU student and has been
previously published in NEXUS.
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Mimi Ostendorf-Ehrhard

Mimi Ostendorf Ehrhard is a B.F.A. senior at
WSU and concentrates efforts in photography. She

.has never had her poetry published in NEXUS un
til . . .

Once in one time, there was two of
one kind, who were two in one mind.
They became one for all time.
Mimi is the first place winner of the NEXUS Art/
Photography Con test.
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Heat

two foot garter snake out in front of him.

house and wash up, and then ·we'll an go out to eat. God

"Good work, men," Aaron said. "Where'd you get
him."

knows it's too damn hot to cook anything."

"Up next to the house. Tommy got scared and was yell
ing, but I killed him with a rock.'·
"I wasn't cared," Tommy said, grabbing hold of the
dead nake.
"You wa too. You tarted screaming like a little baby."
"I didn't neither. "

Chris Roberts

Ester looked up and saw Aaron standing before her, his
arms crossed across his chest. He was smiling.
"Come on, Ester. Let's get a move on."
"You go ahead and take the boy , Aaron," she said. "I
don't feel like going.''
"What d you mean, you don't feel like going." E ter

"Hold off you two," Aaron aid, laughing . "Tommy,

aw the mile vani h a the vein, like a length of thick blue

you run off to the garage and get a hammer and a big nail.

cord , began to pop out in hi neck. "Every time we want
to have a good time you gotta spoil it.''

We II hang this snake on a post in the garden so its mate
don ' t come crawling in your bed tonight looking for it."
Tommy took off running to the garage and Ester, staring
at the dead snake in Jason's hand , shook her head slowly.
"Aaron, why did you tell him that," she said . "You
jcnow he won't sleep in that bed tonight."

E

The two boys pounded up the steps and into the house.

"Bouncing around in a hot car just doesn't sound like a
good time,'' Ester said, holding her stomach in her hands
as if to offer it as proof. "And besides, I think I'll go visit
your mother. I'm worried about her."
The screen door banged open and Jason and Tommy ran

"Cause it's true," Aaron said, winking at Jason.

out onto the porch. Aaron stood for a moment looking at
them, and then finally said, 'Tm sorry kids, your mother
says we can't go."

ste~ Robi_nson at on the teps of her back porch suf

Ester stretched her legs out, letting her tomach re t heav

fenng m1 erably. It was hot. For the fourth day in a

ily on her thighs, and again looked out towards the trailer.

"Yeah, mom, you just don't understand these thing . "
"I don't, huh."

row the temperature had climbed above one hundred, and

She squinted her eye , trying to bring it into focu . It had

"Naw. Why this snake 's mate might even crawl in your

''Aaron, I never said . . . ' '

0

the trong outherly wind, which sent scraps of paper and

been days now since E ter had een Ruth come out of that

du tracing acros the backyard, felt suffocating .

trailer. The only igns he had that Ruth was even alive

bed and get you,'' Jason said as he thrust the snake towards
Ester.

was that every day the, new paper would be gone from the

"Well, I'd just get him back ," she aid and grabbed

E ter looked out over the yard and towards the trailer
ituated against the back fence . Wave of heat shimmered
off the metal roof, bending and distorting the image of the
trailer. The trailer wa
lived.

where her mother-in-law, Ruth,

"Never carry a baby in the ummer," Ruth had warned
her time and time again. ' It' like living hell on earth. "
Yet, here it wa July and E ter was eight months pregnant;

chute outside the door and at night, her kitchen light wa
always on when Ester went to bed.
"Aaron," Ester aid, not looking at him but till out at

Ja on and tickled him in the ribs . He giggled and struggled
to get away.
"There's your brother," Aaron said. " Let' go. "

the trailer. "Let' ask your mother to come and tay with

"Yeah, that would be ju t great," Aaron aid. "This heat

boys, holding the nakc in both hands above his head . She
about snake and spirits and burial grounds.

"Look at them kids go," her husband Aaron said. He

"I know who the hell he i , " he snapped. "I don't need

"Ruth?" Ester called out softly as she tapped on the

She smiled as she watched them, silently wishing to her

screen door of the trailer. She though she heard someone

self that it would alway be like this . That Aaron could

moving about inside and then it was still again . "Ruth "
she called again . "It's me. "

alway be like thi . But E ter had often thought of Aaron

you to tell me who my own goddamn mother is.''
"It's just that it's so hot," Ester said quietly, almost as

a being omething like a human yo-yo-up and down .

''Well, I thought I heard somebody knocking,'' Ruth said

if she were speaking to herself. "She must be roasting alive
out there."

When he was up, there wasn 't anyone more generous or

as she appeared almost immediately in the doorway. She

fun to be with; but when he was down, even the smallest

fumbled with the lock on the door, and then finally managed

thing would set him off. And with this heat, which Ester

to unlatch it, pushed it open wide. "There, come on in,
honey."

'· If it was that hot, she'd come out.''

allowed was enough to limit anyone's patience, Aaron

was sitting behind Ester, steadily rocking on the porch

seemed as if he were revolving on a short string.

swing. "Sure couldn't tell by them that it was a 104 out."

Ester heard laughing and yelling around the side of the

"No," Ester said, laughing. "I just wish I had one-tenth
of their energy. ''

house and soon after, Jason and Tommy came running over
to the porch.

"Hey, I gotta great idea," Aaron said as the three of

"Look what we killed," Jason said, proudly holding a

them walked back up to the porch. ''You kids run on in the

"Ain't it the truth."

you any place you wanted to go and you can get whatever
you want. I n't that right, daddy?''
Aaron glared at her for a mome_nt and then turned away .

her around all the time to drive me right over the edge.''
"Aaron! She's your mother!"

little bodies were tanned and sweaty, dusty from wrestling
in the dirt.

daddy's just pulling your leg. Why he even aid he'd take

"Yeah , that' right," he said, a he walked towards the
car. " Anything you goddamn plea e. "

Ester reached down and felt her tomach. She knew, just

the backyard, oblivious to the blistering heat. Their hard

"No," she said , smiling, in tum, up at Aaron. "Your

the garden . Aaron walked in the middle between the two
could hear him yelling up toward the sky; ome nonsense

Her other two boys, Jason and Tommy, were playing in

thought of the dead snake hanging in the garden .

E ter watched as the three of them tromped off towards

ha already got me about half-crazy and now all I need i

hanging between her legs, that it would be another boy.

Ester looked up at Aaron and he wa smiling again. She

u in the hou, e for awhile . I worry about her all cooped up
in that trailer. ' '

and , he had firmly concluded, it was far worse than hell.
by the way the baby rode low, like a swollen water balloon

"She says she don't like us to have any fun."

Ester stepped inside and as she did so, the collected heat
of the trailer was there to greet her. "Good lord," Ester
said, leaning back against the wall. "It feels hotter in here
than it does outside.''
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The trailer was dark inside. the drapes having been drawn
against the heat. and Ester blinked several times to adjust
her vision.
"Maybe if you open the windows. some of thi air might
circulate," Ester said, but when she looked up Ruth wa
gone.
" ome on in the kitchen. honey. and ·it down. Would
you like m coffee'?"
.. off e!" ster said as she sat down at the table. "On
a day lik this."
·· ound · silly d n 't it. " Ruth said, smiling. "But my
mother used to tell me that drinking something hot on a hot
day will help to cool you down. l can remember her sitting
on the porch on days like this and d!'inking hot tea all day

"Ester looked up at
Aaron and he was smil
ing again. She thought
of the dead snake hang
ing in the garden.''

if you'd be sure you had another boy just like me."
"For god's sake, stop it!" E ter houted. Aaron stopped

Why carrying a baby in the summer is like living hell on

and for a moment stood quietly looking at her. "Ruth, are
you all right?"

earth. Good lord, I can remember carrying Aaron . Gave

Ruth pulled her arm away from E ter's hand and took a

birth on the hottest damn day of the year," he aid, mi ling .

few taggering steps back. '' I better be getting back home,''

Out of the comer of her eye, E ter could ee Aaron

he said, retreating even further. "Walter will be getting

moving about on the wing, and when she turned around

"Dad says to come on up to the house n w," he yelled

and looked at him, Aaron, his hands gestering wildly, wa

"Who' Walter?" Jason asked.

silently mocking, nearly word for word, Ruth's story.

"Who's Walter?" Tommy echoed.

through the door . · 'We brought the food back home. It's
Chinese!''
"Dad said to hurry."

down at the end of the table, facing Ester, and for awhile

"Isn't it terrible," Ruth said. "And in your condition.

''That the only way you'd go through all that again was

" ome on in Ja on, I'm in here. '·

"Okay. I'll be there in a minute."

woman could have borne a son the size of Aaron. Ruth sat

" Well, you know this heat and all ," Ester said.

"Mom." he said. breathte -- ty . "you in ther ."

waiting for my daddy to get home .' ·
table. She had always found it amazing how such a petite

reached over and patted her lightly on the leg.

scuffling up to the screen door.

long. Just sitting there with her tea and watching the road.
Ester watched Ruth a she brought the cups over to the

She was sitting on the porch step next to Ester, and he

"I was working out in the rose garden right up until I
went into labor. You know, those were the prettiest roses
I ever raised. Why, if Aaron had been a girl, I was gonna
name him Rose.''

"Okay, go on."
Ester stood up from the table and then paused for a mo
ment. "Do you like Chinese food?'' . he asked.

Ester waved her hand at Aaron to get him to stop, but
he kept it up. The boys were giggling and laughing at him
now, and Aaron stood up and started walking back and forth

"Oh yes,'' Ruth answered. "It's so spicy."

in front of the swing. He put his face dowa next to Tommy's

home soon, and I gotta get supper ready ."

"Sit down for a minute, Ruth," Ester said, reaching out
for her arm again. "You don't have to run off."
"Who's Walter?"
"TelJ her to stay, Aaron."
"Who's Walter?"
"He was your grandfather," Aaron said.
"He's dead," Jason said.

"Well why don't you come up to the house for supper
then ."

and then stepped back suddenly, putting one hand on his

"He's dead," Tommy echoed.
''Aaron!''

heart and the back of the other one against his forehead.

"He's dead."

itting on the kitchen table . E ter and

"No, I better not tonight." Ruth said. '· You have enough
mouths to feed."

''But I just sat right down in that garden and yelled for

Aaron had given it to Ruth for Christmas that year. It had

"Come on Ruth. it'll do you good to get out of this old

there was an uncomfortable silence between them . Ester
wondered whether Ruth even remembered her name .
A gold vase, filled with a colorful variety of dried and
silk flower , wa

been the mo t expen ive thing Aaron could find in the store.
"Your flowers sure look pretty on the table, Ruth," Ester
aid, finally breaking the il~nce.
" ren 't they though." Ruth aid, miling. ·• omeb dy
gave them ... ·•
" omebody! Why Ruth. Aaron and I gave you tho ·e for
Christma !·'

stuffy place for awhile. Be ides, " Ester

aid. smiling.

''Those grandkids of yours are going to forget what you
look like."

somebody to come get me. I felt so faint that I could

to the night. The wind had died down when the sun set,

to look at Aaron.

and it was nearly still now. The screen door opened and

"Well, don't stop now ," Aaron said. "My favorite part
is coming up. You know, how you called and called and

" Well, you're ure th re'll be enough."

finally my daddy came and carried you all the way to the

"Don't be silly. come on ."

house.''
"Aaron, stop it," Ester said.

The in tant he had een Aaron on the porch, Ester knew

all over and you swore right then and there that you'd never

the way he had sauntered over to the porch swing and

have another.''

"You know," ·he began again. "ljusthaven'tbeenmy elf

dropped him elf down between the two boys she knew. He

lately . I can't ·eem to remember from one minute to the
next."

had eaten hi food in silence, occasionally rocking back

"Ruth," Ester aid as she reached and sq ueezed Ruth 's
trembling hands, · Tm sorry."
"Mom."
Ester heard Ja on calling and before long she heard him

Ruth stood up and Ester held her by the arm. She turned
and faced Ester, but seemed to look right through her.
"I get so confused sometimes," Ruth said. "I can't seem

"Aaron, stop that rocking," she had finally told him.
You're going to make those kids sick."

"No, you go ahead. I'll be in in a little bit."
Ester waited for Aaron to leave, but he went over and
the trailer and the kitchen light, on like it was every other
night, seemed fuzzy and distant.

it had been a mi take to bring Ruth to the hou e. Just by

her elf for blurting out like that. My god, she thought. I
sounded just like Aaron.

"God it's hot," Aaron said. "I think I'll go on in to bed
and blow the fan right on me. You comin'?"

sat on the porch swing. She looked out over the yard towards

Ruth aid, looking down at her hands folded on the table.

As Ester at looking at Ruth , she felt like she could kick

Ester heard Aaron walk heavily out onto the porch.

'' And when you finally had me, you cried because it was

"That's right, you did, didn't you. They ure are pretty,"

hard on the wing to keep the motion going.

Ester sat on the steps of the back porch, listening quietly

hardly ... " Ruth's voice trailed off as she turned around

to remember from one minute to the next.''

"You know," Aaron said. "I've been thinking that
maybe tomorrow I'll buy one of those window air condi
tioners. One of those would probably cool that whole trailer
down. What do you think?
"Yes," Ester said quietly. "It probably would."

He put his foot down and stopped the swing immediately.
But the silence, which had at lea t been broken before by
the creaking swing, continued.
Ester set her plate down on the porch. The food had hardly
been touched.
" Why , honey, you didn't hardly eat a thing," Ruth said.

Chris Roberts is currently a graduate student in
English at Wright State. Chris has been previously
published in Chimaera and Sphere magazine and
is the third place winner in the NEXUS short story
contest.
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Wendy Winn

beneath the shell
third generation
she dreamt in A minor,
care sing keys in her unfaithfulness
to days
that found her fingers
punching in the payroll
part of which was hers.

lime separates, is thrown out
to the surface
thickening and hardening
deposits - now a shell not to be pried open
wedged apart
until the mollusk
no longer needs
pearled linings
concealed beneath,
between.

those hands held firm
narrow shoulders haking
at the horror
of indecision.
decision made,
shoulders again bequeathed,
inherited,
along with dreams, desires
compr s d b twe n their blades.
stabbing now
with guilt of letting go,
poking the heart
with unrealized alternatives
it never bled for.

then, no trace remains
of soft-bodied mussels,
the arid open tomb
outlives the flesh leaves crusted spots and stripes
pigmented streaks
outlined in irregularities
of colour.
softness has no colour
has no purpose,
save the rejection of the lime
colJected throughout time
and left
to be examined
and discarded
by suited, oil-shimmering stroJlers
on the beach.

Wendy Winn is a Wright State senfor E11:~lisl1
major who works for the University Times. Sht•'s
been previously published in Nexus and is tire
third place winner in the Nexus IJI.Jefry contest.
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Robert Par ham

Rick Wagner

Dusk
!here's dancing and singing
m the small, mountain village
while Guillermo herds
the stubborn sheep
away from a stand of aspen
"Vamanos, varnanos, ee-yi-yi-yi"

The Tribe Home

The guitarist finishes his song
with a clashing arpeggio
as Guillermo slaps
his leather reins
against the horse's
muscular neck.

This is the tribal blessing.
A sun rises at two a. rn . in Minnesota.
Two Swedes give a blessing in Swahili.
An old black man chants from the Sutra.
Aunt Olive remembers Odin and thunder.

Sailors
Canvas sails snap crisply
in the wind
A young boy with thick
curly hair
and a sunburned neck
holds his grandfather's slicker
and watches the whitecaps
His grandfather pulls
the bearing-worn engine rope
and they sail toward
the black pines
and white sand

All the tribe is home from the long hunt.

Robert Parham is chairman of the English De
partment of Francis Marion College. His poetry
and fiction have appeared in such publications as
Rolling Stone, Christian Science Monitor,
and Southwest Review.
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Rick Wagner is an English graduate student.
He has been previously published in Nexus. He
is the second place winner for fiction and the first
place winner for poetry in the Nexus spring
contest.
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Poodle Tree

Jack Crider

Diana Bergman-Wagner

Diana Bergman-Wagner has exhibited her artwork
at various galleries and festivals for the past thirteen
years. She plans to continue working as an artist as
well as an eductor after graduating from Wright State
in June. She is the second place winner in the NEXUS
Art/Photography Contest .
Jack Crider is a WSU student.
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Gina Bergamino

A Little More

My Arm is Bruised
Marc is the kind of guy
I adnme from a di~tance
he sit next to me
on the bus I feel
his denim leg rubbing
mine
& the warm nervou tingle
make me wet
he show me poem he wrot
about thalidomide babie
& their wounded cries as they fall
from heaven
poems where worms debate polyester hrinkage
and the virtues of ilk as they
become transformed on conveyor belts,
& one poem of a "naked pig
squatting in a corner
jerking off to th shit you listen to"
and through his poetry
I try to feel him

From your love
this aftemoon
unbuttoning my kirt
dropping
careful in keeping
my pantyhose below my
calves rubbing your
unshaven face
you breathing pink
hose
me dizzy
grunting
my arm caught
under yours
each plunge pinching
more
until you whimper
arm r 1 a d
green & purpl lov d.

breathe him
understand him a little more
but there's always that distanc him always wanting
me to be forever
innocent.

Ginn Bergm11i110 is n ~rnd11ntc of the U11iPcrsity
of Tn111pn, editor of Jubilee Press 1111d has /ind
130 poems p11/1/ishcd i11 11,n~nzi11t's s11d1 11s Wis
consin Review, Proof Rock, n11d NEXUS.
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Visits From Father
Rick Wagner

T

He would work six days each week-<lays at the office

Father told me how God choo es residents for heaven.

and nights in his study-counting numbers, collating sales

He starts with the shortest and works up, then from there

stati tics, making market projections for the Howard Broth

the borderline tall candidates are questioned thoroughly

ers-a company that manufactures SweetBee Goober Butter;

about their knowledge of children's literature. Being able

peanut butter with honey already mixed in with it. The

to recite an entire chapter from Winnie-the-Pooh, or a few

Howard Brothers not only paid him what Father always

stanzas from "The Hunting of the Snark" would certainly

called savior wages, but they also promoted family members

guarantee entrance . , . at least on a provi ional basis Father

and friends into positions my father created.

has told me.

''He said there was an
open jar of Sweet Bee
Goober Butter by them on
the floor.''

he visits are a product of a lingering adolescent de
pendency and an overactive imagination-illusional in

nature at this time, but potentially precursory to a fixed
delusional system. That's what Dr. Hertzog told me the last
time I saw her. Dr. Hertzog is far too beautiful to be hiding
behind her dimly lit desk spending almost all of her entire
life patching psyches and refurbishing ego ; but that, she
told me (when I told her how beautiful he was) was a
counterproductive statement and she sugge ted I find an
other psychiatrist. But I haven't.
All I know is that my father visits me; and he visits me
with an alarming regularity-every third night. Except for
once, and things (he said during his next visit) weren't right
with God at the time. He just couldn't get away.
I've found much comfort from Father's visits; after all,
he is on the less ephemeral side of life and has a lot to
share. I assume it's all sanctioned by God. Father has never
said . I've never asked. And God has ess.~ntially left us both
alone.
We talk mostly about National League baseball , the
salmon runs in Michigan , and sometimes about the job
market. Although this is a touchy subject since he feels that
he died prematurely because of the weird work ethics that
he was forced to adapt to while living.
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l am six feet, three and one-half inches in height. And I
spend most of my time at the public library-in the chil
dren's section-studying for my entrance exam. I even quit
my job so that I could give my studies number-one priority.
Father has said that he's proud of me.
That's how I ended up seeing Dr. Hertzog. The police
dragged me from the library one day after I had become

Sure, the Howard Rrothers prayed for the deliverance of

upset with a small boy who was destroying one of Milne's

my father's soul-something that Father claims meant about

books. I said no, no, young man ... it's important to leave

as much as prophylactics do to a dog-and they tucked their

the book intact so that others have an equal chance. The

faces down into 'the upturned collars of their matching black

boy's father walked up and slugged me in the back of my

London Fogs. They sent flowers; they offered insincere

head. Behind my left ear. When I r~gained consciousness

advice to my mother (no money); they patted my shoulder

I was in the back seat of the pol ice cruiser. A classic case

and said that l was the man of the house now, and to call

of religious persecution. I humbly gave them what I felt

them if I ever needed anything. That still makes Father

was a logical explanation: the truth.
I spent two weeks in a state mental hospital and it was

laugh.
He asked once (during one of his early visits) if I had

then that Father resumed his regular visits with me-he had

ever called them. I told him about the obscene ca11s I had

missed one. He was always in his slightly wrinkled corduroy

made to Herman Howard's wife. He laughed and told me

sports jacket-the brown one with fake leather patches on

about the time he had caught Eddie, the other Howard

the elbows--his white pleated slacks, and cowhide scuffs.

brother, screwing Howard's wife at the office one Saturday.

Exactly what he was wearing when we had found him in

He said there was an open jar of SweetBee Goober Butter

his study. His glasses slipped down his nose; and as he

by them on the floor. It is, Father said, a versatile product.

spoke, he tucked them under his eyebrows with a forefinger

I haven't made any calls since he told me about that.

from his strong, gentle hands.

He told me not to worry since capitalists and communists

The hands that wrapped mine around a baseball to show

all have equal chances of ending up in the same place. God,

me the proper grip for a knuckler (after I'd accidentally

he said in a whisper, doesn't give a hoot which method you

broken a neighbor's garage window). The hands that held

choose. All of those types are simply climbing to heaven

the spincast reel tightly as I landed my first salmon in Trav

only to discover (when they've made it halfway) that they've

erse City. The hands that first shaved my face for me and

run out of backs.
Anyway, he's helped me realize that my anger is a petty

helped me hold the 1956 Chevrolet steering wheel steady

thing. The real issue, he said, is not how you live, how

hands that were folded across ·his chest with a rosary draped

many people you help or destroy. but how strong your

over the pale knuckles. The hands I wish I could shake now,

beliefs are. In order to survive for any length of time in a

in order to avoid hitting the neighbor's parked cars. The

world ruled by the corrupt one must be equally corrupt or

man-to-man.
But I can only watch and listen as he appears and dis

disasterously exploited. Father blushed when he said this.

appears--{)uickly like a flashbulb, leaving an iridescent af

Maybe he was embarrassed by his backsliding rhetoric.

terburn. I was injected with oil-based psychotropic
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medication and forced to drink latex suspen. ion in hope

never run out of ga . You just race," he said lowly.

that my belief would be embedded, disguised, or at lea. t

I told him that it ounded like pure hell.

flattened into one whitewashed dimension so that a cure

He

could be claimed.
Nothing, however, , topped my visits from Father. On

avoid . And you know how to avoid it, right? l mean, with
your height and all . "

the day of my di charge l was in my apartment watching a

"Read," l said in a determined,

ballgame when Father' s image was reflected on the crecn.
He stood quietly n xt to me, his hands pushed loosely into

"Commit to memory," he added.
"Right."

his jacket po kcts . He grinned widely exp , ing his toba co

He nodded hi head approvingly.

stained teeth fr m too much pipe.

And he flashed away .

bcdi nt son' , voice.

Gene Fehler

J

I offered him a chair. He wa · itting not standing without

I'll never ee anoth r p ychiatri t, unless of course Dr.

any en e of movement. I a ked him how he could move
so quickly .

Hertzog would accept me back. I would really like to make
love to her and share my secret with her so that she could

"Motion's not bound by time, son. Nor i the opposite

spend all of her time in heaven with me. Her soft, round

true. But that's something el e again . The Reds win last
night?''

hips and long slender legs would surely be a welcome ad

I aid that they did. I wanted to write down the word

motion so that I could remember to a k him about that during
ome future visit. But keeping track of things eemed so
unnecessary around Father. Fathers do that for their chil
dren. That's how they command their love.

Sunday Morning, After Poker

miled. "Now that you know. you know what to

dition. And I'd be glad to whisper in her ear:
"I engage with the Snark--every night after dark
In a dreamy, delirious fight;

bar -naked
behind the living room oil stove,
I hid from Pa and kitchen
strangers
one eye
peeking at giant card-players
one eye watching for mom to bring
water
steaming
from our kitchen stove to pour
on washtub-waiting Ivory Soap
for my bath

I serve it with greens in those shadowy scenes,
And I use it for striking a light;''

"You get in your car. You drive around an oval track

But unfortunately, she'd either reject my feelings or se

jockeying for position. You never win. You never lose. You

date them so thoroughly that I couldn't stay alert enough tc
enjoy my visits with Father.

one ear
fearing the roar of kitchen-curses,
one ear hearing the melodies of
Snookie Lanson
singing
with Dorothy Collins THE HIT PARADE
to Mom and me trying to predict
the top song
the next morning,
like Christmas, l dashed downstairs
to search the kitchen floor for
treasure
nickles and dimes
waiting like California gold
for my single-minded rush under
chairs
where grown-ups
spilled money with an inevitability
I never once imaged was not
carelessness

Gene Fehler is a poet from Bergstrom , Texas.
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Her Life

Mother And
Phyllis Kiernan
I

Pay no attention
to the woman behin,l the curtain
My life she cries My life
oh she is a ripper
a freakshow in love
girl in hungerland
sparing only the blood
left from the ritual spill.
A little bit bitter? Killer.

The breath of baby's watercolor sleep
sways a night-blooming flower, so fine
that the existence be overlooked
as a mere shadow gesture.

Shatters any chance
with her pretty white hands
Brain photo replicas
dogbite memory
mighty fortresses
falling
flashback into
the body again
damn. Shutter her eyes.

Despite the eight of swords
the new apple breathes, a consciousness
of no consequence, a ring of smoke
that you open the window to clear out.

Clarity in the eyes
of a life unable to break and run
at your first purposeful movement.
Shed a skin, throw a card.

The Water Carries to Her

She May be Japanese

Scatter the ashes on the water tonight,
follow the wind ship's lights
out of the harbor; just before dark
what washes up at your feet?
What the ocean won't throw back to you ...
Roll the bones onto the empty shore;
a life begins to unravel
into a breath of night.

Body waking on the blood threshold defying
what is not her identity. Let her be.

She may be Japanese
in undergrowth beside glass gate
serene as silk and ink

Rebirthing upriver in cattails and rushes;
lowbanks, muddy waters,

She may be in shadow
wood-demon shiva-girl
death beetles pincer her ears

remote from the home ground.
Not a killing machine, in her nature
the love of the muscle and flesh
in extremity. Swimming into

The Swiss painter saw her
in oil-dense twilight
green pulse in the sycamores

the eye of the river, reaching for
water seeking its own level.

In a dream she is dressed in night
moon-lover luna moth
turn to her image

Of dreaming the lucid creature:
shape the wild earth into a fragment

on the rockface burning
the incense of sunlight and salt blood,
place an ampule of tears by the transparent door

that holds her mood: a leaf shadow
beneath the surface,

keep your eye on the wind
turn to her

streamers at the edge of the water
of all colors falling.

Phyllis Kiernan is an English major at Wright
State.
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Cachexia
My dad sits and watches
cartoons all day long.
I join him
in another room.

Sharon Young
is a WSU student.

Watching cartoons
Skating
Scared in Attention.
Existentialism
Viewer consensus
Justified thru- truths.
I can't spell it anymore
too many H's
A reminder of
all the Hells
cartoons escape.

Mill's Dilemma
Michelle Eve
This stone
from a mossy pocket
skipped over the pool
and landed on the other side
Conscious of flight.
The boy watched
aware that he missed
drowning the stone in the lake.
The stone
was content but smirked for his benefit
So that the boy should attempt to throw
his other neighbors.

Michelle
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fa,c? is a freshman at

WSU.
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T

make me more uncomfortable.

he last week.end in May of 1966. Cheetah Bus Lines

really noticed him because the crowd was so thick that it

\\as struck b) it... union11ed drivers in all states west of

" I got expelled from chool o I'm going to Brown ville

didn ' t mean anything to have omeone so close . I looked

the Mississippi . ThL: timing of the stnkc was meant to par

to ee my mother. I really gotta pee." She was in tantly

up at him and he was smiling down at me. " Them legs.

al)/C the compan) ·. holida) weekend trmel. It worked

on her feet and gone ac ross the terminal , invi ible to me

Them ' corn fed legs if I've ever een ' em . " I looked down

through the crowd.

at my legs, temporarily tuck traight out in front of me ,

at1onal Road\\a)s Bus LinL's agrel:d to honor all Cheetah
ticket along \\ 1th their
s1.:at to an) onL·.

I

m, n hut the)

\\a'> part of tlw mil lint! cn)\\d at the

tinnal Road\\ .t) s IL'rrni nal in I
l1l

wouldn't l.!Uarantcc a

l)

Ant!c !cs.

011 Ill) \\ i.l)

M emorial Day

or thing

t a . A man walked up at the ame time and the fir t thing

a
hacl-.

Jo1 ello Bk ir

Ohio after rcal111ng I wa-. tnn Midw •stern to lit into the

Southern California ..,chc111c

I gathe red up my thing · to tand in a long line to get iced

.

M) pan:nt-. hadn't\\ anted me to leave home but all they

insi..,tcd upon was that I hu 1 a round-trip bu . ticl-.ct. 1saved
the return trip section only because I didn ·r knO\\ I could
cash it in. When I was do\\n to

Ill)

last ten dollars and

had no friends to a. k for help. the time had come to hope
Mom and Dad \\Ouldn·1 welcome me by ..,aying.
you so . "

··we told

hcr's the same way. "Where you going?''
''Back to Ohio.··

"Glendale?" She looked at me a.., if questioning my
judgement. "How long '!"

l pushed m.v pasteboan.l .s uitcas,
. e.., () 11 to c1·1) b uses an d

"Six months . .. I diun·t like hearing my own responses.

didn ·1 llnd out about the Cheetah strike until I got to the

'"Then you probabl} heard of me. I'm 1aria Sanche1 . "

terminal. There didn ·1 seem to be anything to do except to

She 'itraightened her bacl-. proudly and tilted her head \\<ith

go to the

a little ..,mile.

ational Road\\a)" ..,tation and wait. I checked

i almost laughed.

I took a drag 011 my cigarette

my suitcases and then had to stand in a line for over fifteen

instead and look.ed U\>vay. "You '\e heard of the gang· Ami

minute juq to use the restroom.

gos de Diab lo "?"
·· o, Maria, I ha\'cn·t. .. I knew nothing about street

pr1)priated by people \\ ho guarded it with territorial glances

gangs and even if I had. 1 wondered if I wou ld have heard

the fl oor were occ upied . 1 chose a s pot in fro nt of so me
coin-operated lockers: all o f whi ch were full. No w oncr

" Oh , no. Th at's a ll boy . . But I'm o ne o f thei r girls."

my crossed legs when a Mexican girl flopped down beside

to do than ask , though the firs t time she didn ' t hear me

me and asked for a cigarette. She was so young that it was

because a baby nearby cried out in sudden pain . Maria didn't

on the tip of my tongue to ask if she thought she was old

even flinch but just needed me to repeat what I'd said . I

enough for that. I felt distressingly adult for even thinking

asked again as I saw a woman jerking and dangling a toddler

it. but she did look only about twelve .

by one arm . "What do you do in your gang?"

The girl was very small, maybe five feet tall at the most,

"Oh, we steal cars and when we ' re done with 'em we

and she couldn't have weighed ninety pounds. Her clothes

push 'em off the road, over the side of the mountain, things

and alert and they sparkled as she cocked her ear toward

about it in the papers and on television . l looked at his

I wa immediately intimidated by hi appearance. He wore

medals for a moment out of curio ity. I cou ld fee l him

bad ly cuffed motorcycle boots a nd jeans cove red with ho les

openly taring at me so I looked at hi face and aw a fresh

and gri me and grease. He wore a motorcycle chain as a belt

scar on hi left cheek.

and his fi lthy black T-s hirt said '' Born to D ~e. '' His thum bs

I wanted to be nonchalant . ·'Have you gotten in trouble

LOVE. Hi hair stuck down in long, grea y points below

coming out of a bar one night, aid they wanted to show
u they were all meaner than we were."

oil a n dirt. His teeth showed a gree nish-yellow film and his

"Were they?"

skin was pockmarked and sallow w ith the look of poor

" I gues so." He sort of chuckled.

nutrition. He stuck his hand out to the Green Beret and said ,

'' Those people scare me.'' I heard my elf sounding like

" They call me Tally. Short for tallywacker. Get it? Short

my mother. '"They all look so tough and nasty."
pleasant eyes . Away from the uniform , I thought he' d prob
ably look like a guy I could have gone to high school with.
When we walked away with our iced teas, the Green Beret
where we ' d been before and the Green Beret quatted be ide

some people she heard talking nearby. "You hear that?"

"Just for shoplifting . That's all I been caught at." She

she asked in a pleasant Mexican accent. "They're speaking

shrugged her shoulders, looked away and tried to appear

Spanish . Real Spanish . I can't hardly understand it. " I

bored for the moment.

didn ' t respond because I didn ' t want to show my initial

"So where are you going on the bus?" I asked , wanting

ignorance . The girl looked at my legs and then arranged

to change the subject before I heard something that might

tallywacker?" He laughed with a series of inhaling grunts.
The Green Beret rose from hi s squ at and shook the man 's
hand. " David Burnett." They looked very odd together.
" Who're yer friends here?" Tally flipped thumb toward
me.
I stood up and motioned toward Maria with my hand.
" This is Maria Sanchez and I'm Sally Brown ."
" Now don ' t that figger. Ju t how tall are you , girl?

us, balancing himself on his toes with not even one knee

"Just under six feet." I pulled myself up as tall as I

on the floor to soil his uniform. He fumbled for cigarettes

could. When I was with men I was attracted to I usually

in his shirt pocket, brushing against the braid and gold

slouched.
"And yer hair's 'most that long, too." Tally looked be

tassles that looped around his shoulder under his arm .
I saw his Cheetah ticket folded and waiting under the

hind me, at my back, and said, "Why it's passed the crack

cellophane of the cigarette pack. I said, "So, is this the

in yer ass.'' He laughed again, pleased with his observation.

transportation the military provides our heros? A ticket on
thought maybe you wouldn't have to travel like us peons ."
~aria snickered behind her hand.

with the police?'·

crudely tatooed. His right hand said HATE and the left said
an odd fabric hat mashed to his head with years' worth of

a striking bus line?" He bristled a bit. "No offense. I just

like that.' '

were .jammed into his pockets and each of his hands was

"No. A motorcycle gang caught my buddies and me

followed us . Maria and I sat on the floor again , not far from

he smiled again , proudl y.
" What do you do in your gan g?" I had nothing better

tracted from warm, curving features . Her eyes were bright

'· Ju st what I fi ggered. Iowa.'' I didn ' t corre t him because

Maria found me in line and hinted pointedly for a drink.

of Maria's "Are yo u a member?''

had l sat on my folded jac ket and wedged my pur. e between

were cheap and shabby but her poorly-cut black hair de

" Ohio ."

mi litary unit there had been a l t of tories

" Well , I'm not so fond of them no w myself." He had

The bus <;tation was ovcrTun. All seating had been ap
at anyone who wa lked too close. Eve n the be t corners of

I couldn ' t help noti ce wa, hi. Gree n Beret. He was part of

e l etosay.

·'Glendale.··

leg ? Where you from ?"

a. pccial fore

" Did you get that in Viet Nam?" I didn't know what

"Where'd you live. here?"

and then back up at the man. " Where' d you grow them

"I'm just going to San Diego to see my parents before
I ship out.' '

Maria stood, too, using my arm to pull up on. ' 'Do you
peroxide it? she asked .
"No . It just gets reddish when I'm in the sun alot. Well ,
I'm go.ing to go get something to eat. See ya." I was going
to walk away from them all. I didn't want to end up paying
for Maria's food because I had barely enough money to buy

" Are you going back to Viet Nam?"

my own on the two day trip home. And I wasn ' t completely

"I can ' t tell you that. " His face became instantly blank.

comfortable with those two guys standing there together.

" Where ' d you get them long legs, girl?" The question
came from a man who was standing very near to us . I hadn ' t

' 'Where are you going? ' ' David asked, stopping me with
a hand on my arm .
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"Out ome place away from here. Thi i too crowded
and the noise i getting bad.''

ing any buttons and David miled gently a he watched

my other arm. "There' all kinda bums and dope fiend out

and said, "You never told me where you are going."

Maria's indeci ive plea ure.

"No, yer not goin' out there by yer elf." Tally grabbed

"Baby, You're Mine" played first and Maria sang with
it from the fir t word.

he wa

there that II ba h yer head open ju t to get yer pur e." I

incerity with the lyrics that when it wa time for the choru ,
the re t of u joined her and we sang in off key harmony.

o th

f ur

around th bu

f u

et

ut together and t ured the area

tati n . It was n t the be t part f downtown

We even imitated the Jayell' ch reography, from the ta
bletop up. F r the cc nd verse. while Maria continued with
the melody, the re t of us tried to

ing th

background

Lo Ang le but we found a clean deli ate en with place

vocals. By the last chorus we were swaying together in time

to it, to eat there. After we all ordered andwiches, I got

with the mu ic and Maria, especiaily, was having a won

:--::istrami on a kaiser roll, Tally offered to pay for everyone's

derful time.

meal. Then, not surprisingly, we all decided to get more
food. I got a huge kosher dill, a little dish of sauerkraut and

I wasn't anxious to tell him. "Back to Ohio. I lost my

''We

all laughed,
FLASH, I looked down
at Maria, FLASH, we
tried
to
move
quickly
II

job when they found out about my age.''

a pickled egg. I didn't think about what they would ta te

but he loosened up as the song went on. I noticed the deli

"How old are you? He looked closely at my face.

like together, they ju t all looked good. Maria got a bowl

owner out of the corner of my eye during the last verse and

"Eighteen. I'd had to say I was twenty-one to get a job."

of soup, David ordered three bagels with cream cheese but
declined the offer of a beer from Tally, who wa grabbing
a big bag of potato chips. The tab came close to twenty
dollars. I could feel my eyes get wide as Tally opened a

he wa giving us hard, dirty looks. When the record ended

"got ma disability check today."
We at in a booth in the back corner and Maria grabbed
at her food and ate very quickly. She was finished long
before the rest of us and then helped her elf to the bag of
chips. Tally topped bef9re he was done with hi food to

David played his game and by the fifth ball he was sweat
his back and legs and arms deadly rigid. Maria kept moving
her entire head to try to keep track of a ball and l thought
urely he'd faint from dizzine s. At the end, after all of
David's core was up on the board, he not only beat Tally'
by a wide margin but bells and whistles went off and letters
fla hed "New All-Tii.::! High Score." I offered my right
hand to David in congratulations and curved my colorle s
lip at him. He turned toward Tally. who turned just as

l didn't want to talk about losing my apartment, too.

would be trouble. But Tally said, "Let's do that" and nod
ded his head toward a picture taking booth.

It was dark brown metal with twenty-year-old, brown and
white sample pictures on the side. The curtain that was to

he yelled over, "Hey! Keep it down over there . Ya' think

Maria and Tally were just ahead of us. We followed them

block light from the people being photographed was torn

this is Detroit?" Maria looked at me and giggled. She was

as they walked into an arcade set between two buildings, a

and had big lipstick kisses on it. '.'Really?" Maria squealed.

too happy to be subdued.

long open area with no real doors, just gates pulled aside

''Who?''

"Cheating ·in My Heart" came on next and Tally joined

at the sidewalk. The cement floor was nearly black with

Tally said, '' All of us. I want a picture of this. I ain't

the introduction by singing, "Ba bapa ba bapa papa." The

dirt and even though the wind blew through some times, it

never met no one who could beat me at pinball, or corn fed

next chord wa lower and Tally went with it in a deep, deep

smelled of tale urine. Once my eyes adjusted to the dark

leg like the e from Iowa. Oh, but I'd love ta have those

ba s. His lower lip slid to the side to hold the cigarette

ness I could see the machines that claimed to test ex appeal

wrapped around me just one time." I couldn't help but

tighter. The smoke went directly into his left eye, causing

by hand trength and an automatic bowling machine. Maria

blush. "And I ain't never bought no food for no spic be

him to squint, but he kept the cigarette there. David didn't

wanted to have her fortune told by the glass-encased plaster

fore." We all glanced at each other quickly, nervously, and

gypsy with cobwebs in her eyelashes. David put money in

found it easiest to laugh.

roll of biJJs he pulled from his right front pant pocket. They
all looked to be twenties. He saw my stare and said quickly

aside.

much away from him, and for a moment I wondered if there

Tally's cigarette hung in one corner of his mouth while
he sang out of the other. David wa a bit reserved at first

Tally looked back at David, just as hard, and then stepped

ing profusely and Tally was watching him, standing with

o cute in her dramatic

looked at hi eye and didn't ee any irony or humor ther .
Maria joined in, "It'. bad ut there and I'm hungry. t

David was quiet for a few minute , until he turned to me

ing but watched Tally and Maria and me, too .
ong was finished the deli owner asked u to

the coin lide and started to pu h it in. Maria topped him.

Wh n David wa wiping his fa e after hi. la ·t mouthful

leave . Without looking at each other, we got up and Tally

"No! l gotta push it in or it won't be for me!" So he let

side, then David, his huge, heavy boots scrapping across

he asked Tally, "Do you have a bike?" I moved uneasily

reached back over the table and quickly turned over the

her, only the gypsy's ann moved, and when the card ap

the corrugated floor. I had to wedge myself between their

bowls and shook the paper wrappers. Mu tard and cigarette

peared, Maria glanced at it and then handed it to me.

legs on the tiny seat and Maria knelt on the floor but leaned

have a cigarette and then ·tarted in again.

on the seat.
"Had ta sell it ta make bail."
I fidgeted some more and thought I was changing the
ubject when I said, "I guess that' why you 're taking the
bus, right?

o where are you going?"

When th

We piled into the picture booth, Tally first, on the far

butt and chip fell over the table and onto the floor. Maria

As if that might not be unusual I read to her, "A dark,

back against us, her arms thrown back and over her head

laughed and I hurried out ide. David wa ahead of all of

handsome man will bring you riches untold." Maria's eyes

trying to pull us together in a big hug. Tally grunted as he

u

grew large with disbelief. She took the card and looked at

tried to move his left arm forward to start the machine. We

We walked for a while, forgetting the mes Tally had

it very hard. I saw her eyes move slowly from side to side.

all laughed, FLASH, I looked down at Maria, FLASH, we
tried to move quickly to relieve our crampedness, FLASH

made, feeling really good from the food and the singing . I

Bells went off behind me and I turned quickly to see Tally

ville. Told me in a letter he's all bummed out since he was

knew I was and I could see the other smiling with warm

at a pinball machine, banging the sides gently, rocking it

and Tally leaned over and pushed his lips out at my cheek,

turned down for parole. "Thought I'd go cheer him up."

contentment. David touched my arm to get my attention

with a rolling motion while both hands worked flippers on

FLASH.

and a ked, ''Why do you put that big black line on your

the sides. His score was adding up quicker than I could see

When the strip of pictures appeared, wet and stinking of

eyelid?''

the numbers move and he was only on his second ball. We

developer, we laughed at how we looked, at ourselves and

watched him through the end of his fifth ball and when he

each other. Maria asked if we could each have one and Tally

was done, he was ready to play again. David quickly put

said he didn't want ot tear the strip and risk ruining a picture.

"Why don't you wear any lipstick? You look so pale."

his hand over the coin slot and said to Tally, looking him

I fumbled quickly in my purse and produced cuticle scissors.

I laughed and said, "It's in style to have huge eyes and

directly in his foggy blue eyes, "Let me top your score."

Tally mumbled, "Okay." He really did want all of them

"Where am I goin' to? To see my brother. He's at Vaca

David was getting coins out of his pants pocket by
traightening hi body as much a he could under the table.
Every time he reached further down, the braids on his shoul
der made little padded thuds against the back of the vinyl
booth. He slipped money into the juke box selector that
stuck out over our crowded table and Maria flipped the
metal-edged pages. She hesitated many times before push-

"Because I like it and it' in style." 1didn't feel the need
to get defensive. It was a friendly question.

no lip . "
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for himself. I cut curved lines between each picture giving

directions by a growing crowd of people and the noise was

the edges a scalloped effect. Tally grabbed the one where

making it hard for us to hear each other. David and Tally

he was kis ing me, Maria took the one where I was looking

shook hands and looked at each other for a moment. I waved

down at her. David wanted the first one where we were

to Tally by just lifting my hand in front of me and he turned

laughing the hardest and I was left with the one where I

and walked off.

was beginning to it crooked.

David said he was tired of waiting and thought he might

Maria uddenly asked, "What time i it? I can't miss my

call hi. parent in San Diego and ask if they could drive up

bus." I told her the time and because she started to run.

to meet him. Or maybe he'd just hitchhike. We said good

we all took off behind her, not wanting to leave her alone

by and I thanked him and then remembered I'd forgotten

on the street and me. honestly, not wanting to be 1 ft there.

to thank Tally. I lo ked for him but I never did see him

At the station we got Maria in line to wait for a seat and it

again.

looked as if he'd probably make it on to the bus before it

I stood in line for nearly two hours to get a seat on a bus

filled up and the rest of the people in line would have to

and then slept alJ the way to Needles. When I woke up I

wait for the next one. We stood with her for a few minutes

reached for a cigarette and found the pack gone out of the

and then moved away. Her good-bys were genuinely sad.

little side pocket on my purse. I gave it a pat. as if comforting

An extra northbound bus was announced and Tally said

the little one who had taken them for herself.

he'd better get in line. We were being pushed in different

Ross D. Martin

Jonelle Blair is a sophomore English major at
WSU. She's been previously published in Nexus
and read at Nexus poetry readings. Jonelle re
ceived Special Honorable Mention in Paul Law
rence Dunbar Memorial Poetry Prize, 1986. She's
the first place winner in the Nexus fiction contest.
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Ross D. Martin is a senior political science major
at WSU.
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Clyde Kessler

A Mimic is All
Simple Simon

I put the man into his words
the cool daddy looking at bees
hunting sourwood; the blue iris took
the spring, and lobelia opened fall:
he says his land shares voices now.

Sing this town peaceful
and slow this old man away
the street with Betsy sees heaven
and there is the boy to go to
laughing his carbide lamp.

Some cough of morning, slow ravens
marry a cliff: I see him there
waving them down to talk and grow,
turning leaves through for wings
as if God would melt him from earth
as if ravens would trash his beard on clouds.

Maybe a trolley day is fair
riding on it quick, a union man
hitches one vote to others, then
dabs his bread in a beer.

The man could dig serry and chag
to talk at home the greener ridge
hating his voice they take as child:
and they wilJ fly writing into fog,
many old kilJers sweeter than life.

And maybe thi white carousel pony
kicks apples in a pond
and whickers at each new boy
eating names to an wer a a man.

He turns away to slip the ground
to tear fescue from himself
asking a clown suit,
whose pay is gone, whose love was bees,
who kept being a boy
laughing over the mimic farm.

He might
ornng
to c ax within the un,
and hear nothing to load God's hout
from all these mines,
he rides his van all evening there.

Clyde Kessler is a poet from Blacksbury, Vir
ginia. He's been previously published in Nexus.
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Cat Woman from Rotating Venus

Rock Angel

Rodney O'Neal Austin is a B.F.A. major at WSU.
He is a student representative, NEXUS model, actor,
singer, and an all around highly gifted individual.
He is also a personal friend and extraordinary model
for Mimi Ostendorf Ehrhard, and they both share a
leather fetish.

Rodney O'Neal Austin
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Donald Fuston

Snow

Lenore

To you snow is a cool white blanket
That rests against your warm thighs
After a night of hot lovemaking

Lenore
Don't drink the water from the aquarium
Go put some clothe on
Bob and Mary will be here for dinner soon
Leave the cat alone
That's alright I'll mop it up but next time
Go to the bathroom
ow go get dre sed o.k.
Lenore don't keep pulling your hair out
Plea e Lenore I want you to lo k good
W hen you meet my friend
Lenore don't write on the walls
A thirty-four year old woman
Should n ot wri te on the walls

To me snow is a soiled white sheet
Stained by the cold loneliness
Of a winter night without love

If only I could crawl
From my bed and make the trip
To where you lay sleepingBut there' s too much snow between us
The roads are all closed
And the man who drives the salt truck
Is sound asleep in bed beside you

Donald Fuston is a poet from Dayton, Ohio.
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Doug McNamee

Teresa Schalnat-Bashaw

White Eagle Enroute to Heaven
A white eagle shattered the
Egg containing the sun,
I saw this metal bird discharge
Yellow flames from its tailfeathers as
I walked across the field;
Stopped by the lights on the
Road that flicker red-red-red
Like the action of a heartbeat.
Shards of the hot spectrum fall
Around me, stick upright in the ground.
Blue, yellow, and red tombstones for those
Who have conquered heaven but
Haven't possessed the stars.

To My Grandmother
in the Hospital
The blue r.".lse on
my grandmother's hair
clashes with the
gown the night nurse
has given her.
Her small frame wrapped
in that sterile, white
bedsheetshe seems older
to me somehow
than I remembered.
There are roses
always yellow roses
and I leave the room
grieving for
the purple morning glories
on her porch.

Macabre Wavelengths
The dead are outside the
Glass doors screaming,
They are not yet visible
But thrill with the sounds
Of sirens that are secreted
Into the air. They move covertly
Through the leftover still-life
Scene that was buried by the
Slow receding technicolor ocean.
There lies a flattened black glove,
A crow's bequeathed wing,
And the smashed cigarette
Bud of civilization.

Teresa Schalnat-Bashaw is a junior majoring
in fine arts at WSU. Eventually she hopes to
Doug McNamee is a WSU student.
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combine her art and writing to illustrate a series
of fantasies for children.
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taught Minnie. So, she cooks now for everybody. But, she's
got to work, too. Take care of you, work, cook. There's
nothing left for me. And can I run away? Am I a young
chicken? Who would have me? Maybe [ can lose weight
again. Dye the hair a little. Why dye my hair when it's you
who should die? Leave us in peace . You've lived long
enough, already. So, what's on the stove? "Don't let it
bum," he ays. I could tarve to death and she would be
down tair . What' the u e? Might a well watch the game.
(He walks toward his chair as MINNIE is heard slowly
oming up the stairs. He shouts before she is visible.) So,
what wa it? What did her royal highne want thi time?

Die Already!
Rubin Battino
characters
Manny. late fifties-husband of Minnie
Minnie, late fifties

Setting
(The entire action occurs in a living room/dining room which
is on the second floor ofa two-story house. The furniture is
good but old. On the stage right wall is a small kitchen
refrigerator, counter, sink, stove. Upstage right is a stair
case leading down. A circular dining table with a suspended
lamp is at stage right near the ''kitchen.'' A bit to the right
of center upstage is a recliner facing a console television
set downstage left. At ;;ght angles to the recliner is an
overstuffed couch. The end table at stage right is shared
with the recliner and has a tall lamp on it. A smaller table
with lamp is at the left end of the couch. Some old prints
and photographs are on the walls. A china closet is upstage
left against !he outside wall. A door in the mid_dle of the
stage left wall leads to the bathroom and the bedroom.
Things are well-cared for. Someone has spent time deco
rating. MANNY is a middle-aged man in his late fifties .
He is overweight with a ''corporation'' which is emphasized
by his wearing his belt low. He has one day's growth of
beard. His voice is loud and he postures a lot. It is late on
Sunday afternoon and he is watching football on the IV.
MINNIE, his wife, is at the stove. She, too, is overweight.
As the lights come up he is leaning forward as cheering
noises come out of the TV.)

MINNIE: I'm working. I look at that thing l'll cut my fingers
off. You want I should cut my fingers off?

(A loud thumping is heard on the floor. Two thumps followed
by two thumps.)
MANNY: It's for you. She wants you. Go, already, so I
can watch in peace.

MINNIE: l'm going. Don't let it overheat. (She exits down
the stairs. After she leaves MANNY zaps off the 1V with
the remote control unit and starts pacing.)
MANNY: Why doesn't she die already? Die, already! You
hear me down there? Die, already! Die! Die! Die! You old
bitch. What did I do to deserve this? Marry your darling
daughter, that's what. Who knew at the time that your

MANNY: Okay. Okay. For you there's some hot water.
It's on. So let's eat.

(They sit down and start eating in silence. He is facing stage
left. He gets up and goes for the TV remote control.)

MANNY: Sure. I stirred it. What's with her? She can't go
by herself anymore?

MANNY: We're not talking. At least I could watch a little
news.

MINNIE: Lower your voice. She can hear you. She's just
having a bad day.

MINNIE: You make it too loud. I can't hear Mom then.

MINNIE: Stop it, already. She's dying. You know it, I
know it, and she knows it. Can't you let her .die in peace?

MANNY: Sure. But can't she die a little bit faster and maybe
someplace else?
MINNIE: Manny! That's enough . She's my mother. You
agreed. It was okay with you. You were all sweetness and
honey. ''Come stay with us, Mom. As long as you like .
We'll remodel the upstairs. You'll have your own apart
ment." You invited her.
MANNY: She was alive then. she could take care of herself.
Pop had just died. We had the room. So?
MINNIE: So? You invited her. There were no rules . For
better or for wor e. Like I took you. For better or for worse.
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MINNIE: I have to put so much milk and sugar in it to kill
the taste, I might as well make a coffee custard out of it.
Is there some hot water? Maybe I could dilute it a little .

MINNIE: Where are you going?

MANNY : That's all she has-bad days . When was the last
good day she had? Tell me. Three years ago?

husband, that lovely mensch, would die first? He was so
strong. Okay, I can hear you-not so strong that a little
blood vessel in his head makes like a balloon and he goes
bust with it. But, strong. A mensch. You should have died
and he should have lived. At least he played a good game
of pinochle. Such is life. No justice anywhere. Ten years.
Ten years you've lived here. Okay, okay you say, on and
off. More on than off. And where do we live? "Be gen
erous," Minnie says. "She can't go up stairs." So, we go
upstairs and she lives downstairs. Had to remodel. A kitchen
up here so we can eat in peace. So, die already! Enough of
you I've had. It's unnatural living so long and in such a
way. From the bed to the wheelchair to the potty to the bed.
That's a life? What else can you do? You don't read any
more. You don't sew. You don't cook. You should've
dropped dead when you stopped cooking . That was the only
good thing about you. You could cook. All right, so you

MANNY: What's the matter? You don't like my coffee
now? All of a sudden it's no good for you?

MINNIE: She needed to go to the bathroom. Did you stir
the pot?

MANNY: You' re complaining now? What have I done? 1' m
such a bad provider? I come home . I talk to you. I even
listen sometimes. So? What's so bad?

MANNY: Did you see that catch? By, God. And what a
run. What a run. Did you see it?

MINNIE: The way you make it I could use a fork to drink
it with.

MINNIE: What's so bad is you've changed. It used to be
anything for her. Now, you're a lump.
MANNY: What do you mean? I don't rush home from work
to take her to the hospital? I don't get up in the middle of
the night? I don't live like a stranger in my own house?
Some lump . Would a lump do that?
MINNIE: Calm down, already. Supper's almost ready.
MANNY: You want me to take it down or can you manage?
MINNIE: I'll do it myself after· we eat. I told her. Put on
the coffee.
MANNY: Coffee I can make. You always make it so
schwach you could read a book right through it. A cup of
coffee should be stark.

MANNY: I'll make it low . Besides, when she knocks, she
knocks.
MINNIE: That was one of the nice things you did.
MANNY: What?
MINNIE: The knocker. Much better than the broomstick.
MANNY: She was making holes in the ceiling and I don't
like those intercom things. This always wotks. No batteries.
MINNIE: But clever. Attached to the ceiling like that. All
she has to do is a small pull and it knocks up here.
MANNY: Yeah, I know. One if by land and two if by sea.
How did we end up with the double knock for you and the
triple knock for me?
MINNIE: I don't know . Sort of seemed natural. Manny,
I'm so worried. She doesn't look well at all. She's going
soon. I can feel it. She doesn't want to live anymore.
MANNY: I can't blame her. Who would want to live like
that? You know where the gun is? You know, the one I
brought back from the war?
MINNIE: Yes.
MANNY: Well, if I get like that I want you to shoot me.
Better dead than bed.
MINNIE: I couldn't do that. It would be murder. And it
would be messy. You told me about that gun-it makes big
holes in people.
MANNY: Okay, okay. No guns. I'll get you some poison.
Just slip' it in the coffee. Nobody would know. I'm not
going out like your mother.
MINNIE: What if I go first?
MANNY: You, you'll never die. You'll live to be a
hundred. Like her. It's always the men who go first. We
work and you stay home being pretty.
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MINNIE: It' a sin to kill someone. But you, J don't know.
Maybe, you I could kill.

MANNY: She'll wait. Where she's going there's no line to
get in . No. Now. Tonight. We ettle thi .

look so big next to her. Don't make such a big thing out
of it. Besides, she liked to ...

MANNY : Stop the joke . I'm asking . I'm erious. It' more
like uicide. And I've got the right to kill myself. Only I
won't be able to do it if I get like that. Like her.

MINNIE: To screw or not to screw. I that the que tion?

MINNIE: I don't care what she liked to do. Leave, if you're
going to leave. Go, already.

MINNI : ldon'tknow . ldon'twanttothinkaboutit. You'll
outlive m yet. I can feel it in my bones .
MANNY : Wh re are your bone ? I can ' t ee them . Okay,
I'm kidding . I'm kiddin . You'll do it. I'm t lling you that '
the way I want t go. r do I hav to get Ab Ro. en to d
it form ?
MINNIE: Abe ' older than you.
MANNY: But he'll live longer. He' skinny and they alway
live longer. 1 read it somewhere. You finished? Here, I'll
do the di she tonight. You look tired.

MANNY: Don't be o mart . Sometime , I wear, I could
kill you .
MINNIE: You're killing me air ady. What do you want,
for God' ake?
MANNY: I w uld like some love. some attention . I want
to jump into b d with you and make love for three days
and three night .

MINNIE: You wouldn't la t an hour. Look at you. Stop
breathing so hard. You look funny, like an old putz on it
la t transfu ion.
MANNY: Can't you hear me? I want to love you .

MANNY: And what are you going to do while I'm gone?
Will you lose weight again? You looked terrific when we
got back together.
MINNIE: Don't you bring that up . I'm, I'm a hamed that
I did that. It wa n't me.

MANNY: Wa n't you? that wa the Minnie I married. You
used to be thin . Well, not exactly thin . But you were a good
ize. And now, this .
MINNIE: You don't like it any more? You were ju t begging
me to get me to bed. Make up your mind. You want a
dream, a skinny schicksa, an old memory? Or do you want
me?

MINNJE: Thanks. J am.

MINNIE: And I said "Not now." Later. I'll make it up to
you later. J swear.

MANNY: Come. How's about a hug? (She gets up and rhev
hug.) And maybe tonight we can play a little? You kno~.
the old two- tep, make the springs squeak a little?

MANNY: I'm dying for you now. Should I beat it here or
in the bathroom?

MINNIE: She might knock.

MINNIE: I'm tired . You fini h up. l'll check on Mom and
then go to bed.

MINNIE: That's your problem. I'm going downstairs for a
minute.

MANNY: The roof might fall in. The sky might fall down.
Maybe, after all thi time I can't even get it up any more.
Did you ever think about that?

MANNY: What about the bed springs?

MANNY: Stop! Stay! We settle this once and for all. You
go down tairs, I walk out the door for good.

MINNIE: You think I can do that while she's dying down
there?

MINNIE: Like last time?

MANNY : You, I want you . So let' s jump in bed right now.

MANNY: What does one thing have to do with the other?

MANNY: What do you mean like last time?

MINNIE: That I would have to see. You not getting it up.
I can't tum over in bed without bumpin~ into that thing.
You've never been able to sleep on your stomach-you'd
break it in half. (Laughing.)

MINNIE: You crazy in the head? Leave me alone. Not now.
Not tonight.

MINNIE: You've forgotten already? Two years ago . That
Alli on thing. How could you forget that?

MANNY: So, you want to try? Now? I'll turn the lights
out. We could do it right here on the couch.

MA NY : (Shaking her and shoutin!?.) Not now! Not to
night! Not ever! You know the last tim we went to bed?
Thr e months ago . That's what. I'm getting tired or beating
my meat. You won't even do that. Bitch!

MANNY: She wasn't so bad . It was a small thing. So I
moved out for a while.

MINNIE: What if she knocks?

MINNI : mall thing is right. kinny as a piece or toilet
paper. I don't know what you ever saw in h r. That laugh
belonged in a cage full of hyenas.

MINNIE: I can't. Later. I'll make it up to you later. Give
me some time.

MlNNlE : Let me go . I'm too tired. Mom's dying. Don't
you understand? It would be a sin.

MANNY: Look. I know . What if I got her permission for
you to screw? I'll get her to write a note or something.
MINNIE: Don't you dare . This is our business.
MANNY: She lies down there controlling our live · and this
is our business? It's her business, too . It she wasn't there
we'd be screwing our brains out.
MINNIE: Don't talk like that .
MANNY : What's the matter? You used to like screwing. I
couldn't even satisfy you sometimes . You had to go buy
that vibrating thing. I didn't vibrate enough! You ' re em
barassed maybe he 'II hear. us?
MINNIE: Yes. No. I don't know. I should go down to her
now. She must be getting . . .

MAN NY: She was okay. At least she paid some attention
to me. When she looked at me I felt important, loved,
wanted. When he touched me I got goose bumps .

MANNY: She'U wait. She' not going anywhere .

MANNY: I'm going for a walk.
MINNIE: You'll come back?
MANNY: I'll come back-maybe! (Exits.)

MINNIE: Goo ·e bumps I"II give you . At your age. Follow
ing her around like that. You made a fool of yourself. You
made a fool of me.

End of Scene One

MANNY: It's over. It's done. l"m back. What are you
bringing it up for now?

MINNIE: Go, already. Go. Be gone from my life. Some
times I wish he would just walk away and never come back.
How did I do that then? Look at me now. I'm heavy again .
No, be honest with yourself, Minnie. Look in a mirror if
you can find one wide enough . . You're fat again. Heavy,
hefty, zophtic, a mature figure. Just too much. Too much
eating. But, what else am I going to do? Work, worry, and
then worry and work. Who can watch what you eat? A diet
needs concentration and energy. I have no energy left. And
maybe, too, it needs a goal, a direction, something to live
for. So, two years ago I was a schlemiel and I dieted to get

MINNIE: You just told me you were leaving for good.
MANNY : Oh, that. Look, why don't you lose some weight
and we can really make whoopee again.
MINNIE: Look who's talking. You lost weight fast enough
for that thing. For me, nothing.
MANNY : So, I lost a little weight then. I didn't want to
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you back. How long did it take? Six months of tonure so
I could win you back from that thing. That thinny thing.
And did that bring you back? No, my darling. I thought so
then and I was very proud. But, then I found out. She, that
thing, went back to her husband. He won her away from
you . So, you came back, humble for a while, tail between
your legs. And you oohed and ahed over the new me, the
me that's alway there. Fie h, chme h-I'm always me.
You didn't know that, did you? And here we are again.
What wa that? Now ['m hearing thing . I can hear that
knock anywhere, any time . Sometime [ hear it and she
didn't knock. Momma, won't you knock? [ need omething
to do. Knock, knock, knock. I'm tired of knocking. Why
don ' t you die already? Enough is enough. You've lived
your life. Let me live mine . I have to worry about losing
you and losing him. In the meantime I'm losing my life.
Do you hear, Momma? I'm dying, too . So, why don't you
die already? I'm tired . You must be even more tired. Just
close your eyes and go . I can't even cry anymore. You're
more dead than alive. I'm so tired . .. I'll just sit for a
while.

(She goes to the couch and stretches out as the lights dim
for afew beats.)

End of Scene Two

(The lights start up as Manny is heard coming up the stairs.)
MANNY: So, where is everybody? It's so quiet here. Oh,
there you are. Taking a nap?
MINNIE: Yes. I was tired, so tired. Give me a kiss. You
came back.

(He bends down and kisses her and then nuzzles her bosom
before Laying his head on her belly. She rubs his head.)
MANNY: Ummmm. That reatly feels good. A little to the
side. Ummm. That's good. How are you, honey?
MINNIE: Tired and comfortable. The whole house is so
quiet you can hear it creaking to itself.
MANNY: Those are mice and they are squeeking.
MINNIE: No, you don't. You know how I feel about mice.

MANNY: Where did you learn? Your mother's not afraid.
MINNIE: I was born that way.
(A pair of triple knocks disturbs the quiet.)

MANNY: For me. I better go down and see what she wants.
Wait for me. Could you put on some coffee? (He exits.)
MINNIE: Sure. (She gets up and walks around the
"kitchen" tidying and making the coffee.) Strange. It was
so peaceful then. I felt the old stirrings, wanted to roll with
him. Sex again. I thought it had all gone. Maybe. Who
knows? She can't last much longer. What am I saying?
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Momma, can you forgive me? What crazy thoughts I'm
having nowaday . Was I really wishing you would die? I
seem to remember something. (Busies herself in the kitchen
again as MANNY returns.)

MANNY: She' okay . She only wanted to be turned a little
and for me to get her omething to write with . She hasn't
written for a long time. She's very weak. It could be any
day now. hould we get a nur e or ome ne to b with her
full tim ?
MINNIE: Can we afford it?
MANNY : Of cour e we can. We've got her maintenance
money. As long a she live we get the extra money. You
know it was in Pop's will. As long a he lives.

MINNIE: Not too strong?

MANNY: Stop it already. You'll make me cry soon. I didn't
get up all hours to take care of her? Rush here. Drive there.
Do that. Wait in the god-damn emergency room . All hours .
God, I hate hospitals. The smell drives me nuts. How many
years? How many emergencies? I hate hospitals and I hate
your mother for taking o long.

MANNY: Ju t right.

MINNIE: She was a good woman.

MINNIE: It' quiet.

MANNY: Don't start that again.

MANNY : It' quiet when he's quiet. I never thougl,l i'o
live to ee the day he' o quiet. You kn w what I mean?
She wa always o alive. Doing thi , doing that. leaning,
cooking, ewing, talking.

MINNIE: It' getting late . I'll go check on her.

MINNIE: Look who's talking.

MANNY: All right, already . We'll do it together. A suicide
pact. Here you are .

MINNIE: It must have been hard for Pop to live with her.
I mean, she was so good at everything.

MINNIE: We need that money, Manny. What will we do
when she goes?

MANNY: Especially cooking. You remember her pot roa t?
Just melt in your mouth. I can taste it right now .

MANNY: We'll get along. We ' ve kept her alive this long.
We've put away some of the money. She doesn't eat that
much. Especially now . We could u e the money, but I can't
take much more of going on like this . Why doesn't she die
already. She's way overdue.

MINNIE: What about my pot roasts?

MINNIE: Don't talk like that. That's ugly talk.

MANNY : You remember at affairs how she would smoke
one cigarette? Like a tradition it was. When she did that
she looked like royalty and a teenager sneaking her first
smoke, and, and .almost like a flapper. You know, a sort
of wild-eyed dime-a-dance girl . She had a lot of devil in
her, but the only times I really saw it was when she would
smoke that cigarette. Hold it like it was gold, a magic wand.

MANNY: So, she dies and the money goes to the kids.
We'd have to fumigate the downstairs or something. At
least paint the place to get rid of the smells. Old people
dying have peculiar smells. I was standing by the drapes
downstairs the other day and they smelled of death.
MINNIE: You're crazy . There's no such thing as a sme11
of death. Momma is very clean . I keep her clean. She
doesn't smell.
MANNY: I'm not talking about her- the cleane t woman
I've ever met. I'm talking about the smell of death down
stair . When I walk in the door it 's there . I can ometimes
ee it on the roof, just sitting up there. Waiting.
MINNIE: You can't smell anyway. What's on the roof? A
smell?
MANNY: Death. Death's up there.
MINNIE: And downstairs, too? We're surrounded.
MANNY: Surrounded and trapped. Don't tell me you never
wished for her to die.
MINNIE: Not now. Not lately. When I was a girl sometimes
I-got real mad at her and wished that she'd die. Pop, too.
I think every kid gets mad enough at their parents some
time to wish them dead. It's only when you're older that
you can think of other ways to. get back at people, to hurt
them.
MANNY: You want, I should get you some coffee?
MINNIE: Sure. You know how. I'll sit here.
MANNY: You' re going to have to stop taking sugar. Sooner
or later you've got to lose weight.

MANNY: Good . Go. You do that. I'm tired (She exits.)
How long? How long? God, are you listening? How long?
Is it a sin to pray that she vi its you a little sooner? She's
lived her life. Maybe we can have a few years. You're such
a funny guy. Take here, give there. Never know what you 're
going to do. So, how many years have you left for me?
Whatever. I don't want to go that way-just inch by inch.

Waste away to nothing. You hear, for me it's gotta be fast.
Heart attack or something. Maybe a safe could fall on my
head. Not piecemeal. And not having to have the kids take
care of us. Quick to a home or a box. You hear? Both of
us. Not slow, but fast.

(MINNIE slowly enters holding a piece of paper. She holds
it mutely out to MANNY.)
MANNY: What? What's that? (Takes paper and slowly
reads.) "I'm orry I took so long. l lov ... " She didn't
finish. She's gone?
MINNIE: She's gone.

MANNY: What'II we do now? God! What will we do now?
(They stand facing each other for a few beats and slowly
turn away as the lights come down.)

MANNY: Good, they're good. But you've got to hand it
to the old lady. Had a lot of life in her.

MINNIE: She's still alive .

MINNIE: That was the only time she really smoked, you
know. Only at affairs. Like some sign to show she was
happy. Oh, Momma, where did all those years go?
MANNY: She'll be with Pop oon. Long past her time. She
can die already .
MINNIE: Stop saying that. I can't hear it.

MANNY: How long? How long have we been cooped up
up here? In our own house? Years. That's what it is-years.
You think my saying "Die, already" is going to make any
difference? No. She'll go when she wants to go. Not till
she's sucked us dry. Die, already. Die. Die. Die.
MINNIE: I'll never forgive you.
MANNY: For what? What have I done? For being honest?
For saying what you probably think? What is she now? Just
an old bag of bones, not good for anything. Only to haunt
us from down there. Should wall it up and make a tomb of
it. Here lies the former Lucille Schone, beloved wife and
mother. She took ten years of her son-in-law's life and gave
her money to her grandchildren. In stone we'll carve it.
MINNIE: Just ten years of your life? What about mine?
Don't I count? No . I'm just the daughter. It's expected of
daughters. Have a daughter for your old age. The sons have
wives. Only a daughter cares. Only a daughter loves. Only
a daughter ...
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WSU.
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